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making a project of this which we'll document here and on our econoboxcafe blog. Here's a
quick overview of what we have in mind: - strip the 'new' car down and make any rust repairs
etc - install body kit - paint Planned completion: Westiva The subject: The new heart: Turbo
side:. Last edited by fastivaca ; , PM. Tags: None. Congrats Ian, that looks like a promising
family project. Comment Post Cancel. Oh man am I jealous! Is this going to replace your current
Festiva? Also what seats are in this new car? Now my car will be really slow compared to yours!
Look forward to this build! I should get you a 5 door shell from Mexico, I saw a red one the last
time I was there. That'll give them 5" extra leg room and their own doors. Looking forward to the
build! Last edited by Advancedynamix ; , AM. Driving for me is neither a right nor a privilege.
Driving is my passion, as it was for the people who invented the automobile, the people who
paved the first roads and the people who continue to improve the automobile. Please respect
this passion. Congrats on your new project Ian, that will be one sweet ride when your done with
it! Whats the plan for your current Festiva after you swap all the parts off it? An update Some of
you have kindly purchased some of those, thank you! Here's some of the work we'll be doing on
the project car: - Remove the interior for cleaning and installation of sound deadener - Install
pedals for the standard transmission - Remove front and rear bumpers - Make necessary repairs
to the body work - Do some fibreglass work to bring the FMS front bumper back close to
original - Remove the current B6 a later model and automatic transmission - Figure out all the
mounting etc. There are custom mounts already for the passenger side and rear transmission. I
need to ensure that they will work together and then fabricate the front mount. I'll use the
calipers and rotors from my current car as they are the larger ones from an automatic. I plan to
transfer the "goodies" over from my current car so I'm not sure exactly what will happen to it
afterwards. Here's some on them The Acura seats that were in it are now in my daughter's car
and her old LX seats are in the project. My son is going to be the official project photographer.
I'll post a few up a bit later as they are all quite large at the moment. Overall idea is to get this
car done by the end of May Progress may be in fits and starts as time, funds and other
responsibilities allow. Here's a photoshopped picture that DJ sent me a loooonnnnggg time ago
I think Travis actually did the work that is a bit of inspiration for the project Nice start to the
build Ian!! Looking forward to this build sub'n Great start looking forward to the build pictures.
Littel update: - stereo and speakers pulled and installed in my daughter's Festiva The body kit
Plan with the front bumper is to reduce the size of the large opening by about half its current
height to better suit the intercooler I have. Not taken by Elias The back bumper The hood is in
great shape.. A couple of shots of the engine on the stand A new water pump is on the way and
I'll install a new timing belt, tensioner and idler. I've learned that the car this engine came from
had about K km K miles on it. Dustin jr. He also had the head resurfaced and cleaned up a bit.
Oh man this is fun stuff! I'm excited to see this car get going! New water pump and timing belt
arrived today! Will order new tensioner and idler soon. I think the first thing I'm going to do is
test fit the front bumper and intercooler. Next the rear bumper and then get going on the body
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Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Ford. As confusing as they are, it
seems they are all but bulletproof. I know Festivas with K plus needing clutches and exhaust
and nothing else. I know Aspires already with over K still going strong. Of course some Festivas
are beat up and burning oil and smoking but they have been abused. A good buy if you can put
up with a poor driving position hurts my calf to use a clutch in these since the pedal is so high
off the floor , no power try going up a hill with 4 people and the AC on Metros too. I would
choose the Metro 5-speed 3-cylinder for the so much better gas mileage that it gets. It also has
the bad ride and the serious lack of power, but it is just as reliable and just as cheap to
maintain. Tagged: Ford Ford Festiva Hatchbacks. August I have a '95 Aspire with , miles. The
only real expensive problem was the alternator going out around 60, mi. Within the past year,
I've had to get the car serviced a few times because of a front wheel bearing failing. Kind of a
nuisance, but the dealership covered the labor and some parts, which would have been quite a
bit. The engine has been perfectly fine, though of course underpowered. Up here in NW Wisc.
Don't get me wrong, I think the car may be on its last legs. I'm trying to find something more
powerful, better looking I like the new Focus ZX3, with all the options it gets a little pricy though.
September October Now 95, and no problems though I stored it last winter while my daughter
was in school - she needs it off-campus this year. OK, the usual wearout stuff - spark plugs,
tires, brakes, battery. I don't think it's underpowered, at least empty I posted to the Focus list,
but I guess my comments are better suited here! I have a '93 Festiva GL, with under 60K on it.
Had to replace speedometer and emergency brake went out on me twice, but other than that,
this "Toy Car" has been great! I live in the middle of nowhere and am considering trading up to
the Focus, just because the little putt-putt does not do well in the slightest bit of rain, snow, or
ice. Wondering if the heavier Focus hatch would be a better bet. Hate to part with the Festiva,
though, she's a peach TIA, bluedog I recently gave up my festiva-l with , miles. I bought a used
'96 Aspire to replace it. Okay so far but the engine light is on and it is running rough. I'm glad to
see others having good luck with theirs. November I have a 91 Festiva I've owned since new.
Most reliable small car I've had in 30 yrs of driving. I put 4 snows on it for winter and get
through anything! Brakes need regular service, and exhausts go quickly on it Those help my
Metro be more stable in the rain and snow and slush and whatever. If you have 12" rims, find an
Aspire in a boneyard and swap for its 13" rims. You will notice a difference! The only problem is
your speedometer will be a little high i. December I owned both a '93 Festiva and a '95 Aspire
and I have nothing but high regard for both cars. Back in January of '99 I purchased their
cousin, a Kia Sephia. The Sephia became a lot of trouble three or four months into owning it. I
wish that I could get my Aspire back. I sold the Sephia last week, by the way. The Sephia was a
let down after being spoiled by the high quality of the Festiva and Aspire. January I miss my
little Festiva. It was most reliable and very peppy. It was great on gas. Hardly had to do anything
to it. I finally traded it for a '93 Mazda , which I also enjoyed. What a nice car. February Well, my
'95 Aspire is not in good shape. It hit in the left-front panel, damaged the mirror, and finally
ripped off the rear bumper panel. I'm now left with a turn signal that doesn't work, a door that
only opens enough for me to squeeze through, and a styrofoam block for a rear bumper. I can't
believe they used styrofoam in the bumper. Since she's got over , miles, I don't think it's worth it
to repair. It's a shame, because she still runs well Scott, my VW Golf bumper was recently
ripped off the car by a tow truck. I, too, was amazed to see styrofoam. Since then I've asked
around and found that styrofoam is the best material for handling bumper crunch. Who would
have thought? I have a 93 GL, and the speedometer is broken It's vibrating like cazy, and almost
all the numbers on the odometer have rubbed off Maybe a Spectra The engine and trans. I think
it has been in an accident. Broken glass in the hatch area, both windows stick, wiper arm shaft
is loose. What do ya think? Check to see how bad the damage may be. If not too bad, buy the
car.. I've had two of them. With the back seat folded up, the cargo space is incredible. I have put
a mid size washer in the back and closed the hatch back to boot. The body has been fixed to the
point where it looks new. Ijust worry that the minor problems I saw in the car would be a prelude
of things to come. Can the problems I descibed in post 20 be fixed? I dont think so Now its
leaking oil My first Festiva was a 4 speed which I totaled after , miles with no engine problems
whatsoever. I then bought a used 5- speed Festiva with 87, miles in which I currently still own. It
now has , miles on it and no major problems with this vehicle only. My question is this I have a
16 year old that just got his permit and was thinking of getting an automatic Festiva. Any
thoughts? Many come in shop with , miles plus. Make sure that transmission fluid was changed
regularly by previous owner.. They get about 30 mpg with automatic period. You can get a used
speedometer from a junk yard cheap!!! What amazes me is that no matter where I look for used

Festivas they always have dings and dents in them. It is very hard to find a used Festy without
any dings or dents. Just make sure you change your engine oil every thousand miles. My
Festiva has , miles on it and still running strong. March My '88 Festiva, was, without a doubt, the
best car I ever owned. Never any engine or transmission problems. Burned hardly any oil, even
at K miles. The original battery lasted eight years!! Only bad points: exhaust specifically
mufflers doesn't last long, nor do front disc pads. If Hurricane Fran hadn't swamped it, I am
certain I would still be driving it. Interesting to read the other posts that say the Kia Sephia isn't
as good a car. Hey k carico I have only ever put on R12 tires on my Festiva. This last set I have
on has been the best set of tires that I have ever put on this car. As I said before I have , on this
Festiva and I know that I can get alot more mileage out of it. Just remember to keep your oil
changed every thousand miles. I've had no engine trouble. As someone said before the only
trouble is with the mufflers wearing out and I have had some trouble with the rear wheel
bearings but that is not a very expensive thing to fix. Good luck with your car! Have an 89 GL
with miles with an auto. No trouble ever. Have had it since it had on it. I would buy one of these
cars in a minute. Power is very acceptable. Hey, thanks, spud6. I appreciate the info. I am
looking for an automatic Festiva. They are hard to come by here in Pennsylvania. I know I will
find one sooner or later. Ford should have never done away with this vehicle here in the states.
Has anyone had to have any transmission work done on their Aspire? I have a 94 5-speed, and it
sounds like the differential is messed up. Does anyone know where the drain and fill plugs for
the transmission are? The lube place I went to can't find them. I've got , miles on it, with the
same fluid probably. Has anyone traded one in recently? How much did you get for it? I might
just have to bite the bullet and get a new car. This one might no longer be cost effective. Thanks
for any help and insight! I am currently thinking of purchasing a Ford Aspire and would like
owners input. How do they run, maintenance, and is there any comfort? I appreciate your imput.
Looking in PA. I've also heard from people that have owned Aspires that they are not as reliable
as the Festivas are. At one time I was going to buy an Aspire but I changed my mind after
speaking to people that have owned them. This is only my opinion so my advice to you is to test
drive the Aspire and see how it feels to you. I am currently in the market for a small, dependable
car that is good on gas mileage. It seemed a bit sluggish going from first to second gear it was
noticeable and the car is automatic Is this normal for these cars? Also, does anyone know how
it compares to a 97 Geo Metro? I'm going to test drive one of those today, it's a 97 with miles,
private seller is asking firm. I did a little research on modifying the ford's engine to make it a
little zippier, has anyone tried this, comments? Need Help!!! If you're thinking about shelling out
for a used a Aspire, don't. Just step up to the pump and buy a new Echo or Focus. Well the first
new car I ever bought was my 88 Festive GL that means it had a five speed and tilt wheel,
whooopie! It was a great car, I recently sold it to my nephew as he just turned I put nearly k
miles on it and had to replace the muffler once, brakes twice and change the oil. It always
started for me on the first turn, the hatch holds a bunch of stuff with the seat folded and the
back seat can actually be used by an two adults for a short amount of time. April In answer to
the inquery in 35 concerning the transmission filler plug on the Aspire, since the engine, as I
understand it, is the same as in my Festivas, transmission fluid is added by removing the bolt
that holds the gizmo that holds the end of the speedometer cable in the transmission, and then
popping out the cable and "end" which is pushed in with an O ring. There is a small "leg" that
sticks down into the fluid for a dip stick. Use automatic transmission fluid even though it is a
manual transmission. Take care popping out the cable. I broke the ear off levering it out and
have had to use the original bolt and a large washer to hold down the assembly - which works
fine. I would imagine there is a regular drain plug to get the fluid out as with any transmission,
but I haven't looked for it. I own a festiva and it is the most reliable car i've owned I currently
have 80, miles on it and all I ever did to it is change oil every miles and serviced the
transmission at 30, and 60, miles which I did myself It is a automatic and I realy like the
reliability and low maintenance of this car. I would by one again if this one would ever give up
on me. May My wife purchased a Festiva L Plus in She traded it in in , after , miles of trouble free
driving for an Accent. It was the most reliable vehicle we've ever owned. After four breakdowns
in the 50, mile Accent, we wish we would have kept the Festiva. I have a Festiva with k miles;
I've had it for 2 years, but now I have some problems. Last trip was particularly painful; first, the
engine would stop, then power loss was obvious and eventually it would leak oil through the
exhaust; right before I had the valve gaskets replaced, and I believe they did a poor job with
that. The mechanic said that the compression is down to about 50psi on the central cylinders
and that I should trade it in. I was thinking of replacing the whole engine. Please help with
suggestions. I am an international student in LA. I need to buy a car asap and it has to be both
cheap and reliable. I go to school in the evenings and I am a female, so I don't want to end up
with a broken car on the road. I am planning to buy a Ford Aspire.. Are they reliable????? Bad

idea? June How much can I sell 93 Festiva for? Using this pricing and looking at the want ads in
your region can help you evaluate pricing on the car you want to buy or sell. Thanks for the info.
Basically, they're junk. They're poorly built entry-level cars sold to those who think that getting
a "new" car is a great idea and their only alternative. Now that they're used, they're very, very
cheap. Because they're just not good cars. You can compare Festiva to Geo metro. But don't
you even try to compare it to any other car. The price is wrong! Festiva is the best description of
the econo-car type of vehicle. If you travel to work and home from work 13 miles or going
shopping 5 miles. Short distances up to 50 miles and that is it. You can fold the back seat and
have a huge cargo space to use surprisingly big ,hatchback rules! Insurance is as low as it can
be. Don't count on it to be a rocket or kind of a car with a living room's sofa in place of the back
seat either. If you are on the tight budget, but you still don't want to be dependent on buses or
subways, festiva is the best way to go. Also if you live in the big city and you are having
problems finding the parking spots, this little car will fit where nothing else will fit. Now if you
thing that it's a shame to drive something that looks like festiva, because It's a car that will
make you independent for just a few bucks. Sorry for being too offensive with my arguments
but I can't stand when someone compares cars that can't be compared from the most important
reasons: -completely different price range of the cars -different types of cars hatchbacks and
sedans just my two cents. Festivas are absolutely reliable, and th
12 vw jetta
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ose who have the ego to withstand the 3 squirrels under the hood jokes, will always have the
last laugh My Festiva L Plus, with only 27, miles got nerfed while parked in front of my house. I
am so upset. Keep in mind we are talking San Francisco Dollars, which do not go as far as other
US currency, I have tried to locate another Festiva with an automatic transmission but with no
luck. There are none to be found, even tried 14 different used car searches on the web and
could only track one down in Ohio with a standard transmission. Can anyone offer up a
possible solution? I really do not think the price being offered is fair, since I am unable to
replace it with the same vehicle. I know fellow Festiva owners know exactly what I am talking
about when it comes to loving our "toy cars". Hey, I enjoyed the fact that the tires were really
just Hostess Donuts Any suggestions? July Post 55 above is hidden because it contains a link
that skews our screen size. To read it, just click on "hidden.

